Call Type: Silent Alarm; Armed Robbery

Location: T & D Express Way

Victim: __________
Suspect: __________
Witness: None
Complainant: Acme Alarm Company

Arrest: Yes
Evidence: Yes
Statements: Officer’s Statement

Officer Risk Factor: Extreme

SCENARIO:

Call Dispatch:
Respond to T & D Express Way. __________ states that unknown intruder entered store and brandished a gun demanding all the money from the cash register. __________ gave suspect approximately $125.00 in cash. Suspect fled out the front door of the store. __________ then heard some yelling and screaming and then several gunshots.

Suspect: __________

Witnesses: None

Number of Officers Involved: 2 Primary –Patrol Unit

Radio Communications:
Upon arrival, primary officer should immediately advise dispatch of status of call and request a backup or cover unit.

Upon conclusion of scenario, officers should advise dispatch of an officer involved shooting and summon emergency medical services.
Montana Law Enforcement Academy  
Law Enforcement Officers Basic Course  
Scenario / Call Handling Simulations

Call Type: Suspect Vehicle – Drive by Shooting  
Location: Academy Drive  

Victim:  
Suspect 1:  
Suspect 2:  
Complainant:  

Arrest: Yes  
Evidence: Shotgun  
Statements: Suspect’s Statement  

Officer Risk Factor: High

SCENARIO:

Call Dispatch:  
Be on the lookout for a ______________________. Complainant reports that occupants of the van shot a firearm at a parked vehicle near Rossiter School. Complainant reports at least two occupants, possible three. ____________ was last seen traveling east on Sierra Road.

Victim: ____________  
Suspect: ____________, ____________
Witnesses: ____________, ____________
Complainant: ____________

Number of Officers Involved: 2

Radio Communications:  
Upon observation of suspect vehicle, officers will affect traffic stop and advise dispatch of the location of the stop. In the event officers request a backup or cover unit, dispatch will advise the backup has been dispatched, however ETA is 15 minutes.

Upon conclusion of scenario, officers should advise dispatch of call status.
Montana Law Enforcement Academy
Law Enforcement Officers Basic Course
Scenario / Call Handling Simulations

Call Type: Burglary – Status Cold
Location: House at 2120 Sierra Road
Victim: _______
Witness: _______
Complainant: _______
Arrest: No
Evidence: Footprints on door
          Latent Fingerprints
          Cigarette Butts
Statements: Victim’s Statement

Officer Risk Factor: Medium

SCENARIO:

Call Dispatch:
Respond to 2120 Sierra Road East, a white house to the west of the MLEA Campus.
Complainant reports that an unoccupied house has been broken into and numerous tools and
other items have been stolen.

Victim: _______

Suspect: Unknown

Witnesses: None

Number of Officers Involved: 2

Radio Communications:
Upon arrival, officers should immediately advise dispatch of their arrival, and upon conclusion
clear from the scene.